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A B S T R A C T

Effective thermal management is crucial for optimum performance and energy conservation in
energy-intensive industries and power systems. This study explores the influence of TiO2-water
nanofluids on enhancing heat transfer during impinging jet-cooling of a heated copper surface,
both under transient and steady-state cooling conditions. TiO2-water nanofluids, with volume
fractions (0.025 vol% ≤ ɸ ≤ 1 vol%), were prepared, characterized, and utilized in the investiga-
tion. The experimental setup involved a dimensionless nozzle-to-target gap (H/D = 4) and
Reynolds number (10000 < Re < 30000), with transient cooling behavior tracked through a di-
mensionless cooling curve. The TiO2-water nanofluids demonstrated significant thermal en-
hancement of 14.75% and 16% at ɸ = 0.05 vol% and Re ≈ 22000, outperforming DI water in
both steady-state and transient cooling conditions, respectively. The result also shows that heat
transfer rates increase with higher Reynolds numbers but follow an ascent and descent pattern
with increasing nanofluid volume fractions. Notably, for volume fractions exceeding ɸ = 0.1%,
the nanofluid exhibited reduced heat transfer efficiency compared to DI water. The acquired data
have been utilized to establish a correlation for estimating the Nusselt number as a function of
Reynolds number and fluid volume fraction.

1. Introduction
In pursuit of sustainable and energy-efficient solutions, the efficient dissipation of heat stands as a paramount challenge, espe-

cially within energy-intensive industries and power systems. As the world progresses towards the ambitious Sustainable Energy Goal
for 2030, the imperative for effective thermal management within these energy sectors becomes increasingly evident. This need arises
in response to the rising demand for energy driven by innovative designs [1]. Impinging jets are a well-established technique with re-
markable potential for achieving improved heat transfer coefficients between a coolant in motion and the cooled surface. The effec-
tiveness of this method has been demonstrated across a spectrum of applications, including electronics cooling [2], aerospace turbine
systems [3], solar thermal installations [4], heat exchangers [5], and even in the field of tribology [6].

However, the quest for better heat transfer performance has led researchers to explore innovative avenues such as improved ther-
mophysical properties, phase change mediums, magneto-hydrodynamics, electro-hydrodynamics, surface roughness, and pulsating
flow, among others. To boost the thermophysical properties of common coolants, Choi and Eastman [7] suggest the addition of
nanoparticles into the coolant to form nanofluids. Nanofluids represent a groundbreaking category of fluids wherein nano-sized parti-
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cles are suspended within a base fluid, resulting in a homogeneous colloid with modified thermophysical properties. These specially
engineered nanofluids exhibit extraordinary thermal conductivities and heat transfer capabilities, making them a focal point of re-
search interest in the field of thermal sciences. Studies by Keblinski et al. [8] and Jang et al. [9] have summarized the exceptional
mechanism of heat transfer in nanofluids and ascribed this to factors such as nanoparticles' Brownian motion, interfacial layers within
the fluid, conduction within the particles themselves, and the formation of nanoparticle clusters.

The synergy between impinging jet cooling and nanofluids presents an intriguing opportunity to revolutionize heat dissipation
techniques, particularly for addressing high heat density points or 'hot spots' within critical energy systems. These systems encompass
a diverse range of applications, including turbine blades, solar photovoltaic installations, electronic chips, and data centers, where op-
timal performance hinges on effective thermal management [10,11]. One significant experimental investigation by Lv et al. [12], con-
sidered the utilization of Al2O3-water nanofluids with jet impingement on the free surface of a heated copper cylinder. The study
meticulously examined a range of nanofluid volume fractions (0.5% ≤ ɸ ≤ 2%), nozzle-to-target gap dimensions (2 ≤ H/D ≤ 5), and
Reynolds numbers (4000 < Re < 13000). Their findings revealed a compelling relationship: heat transfer increased proportionally
with particle concentration but exhibited a decrease with an increasing impingement angle. Furthermore, the study highlighted an
optimal heat transfer enhancement of 61.4% under specific conditions: ɸ = 2%, H/D = 4, Re = 12000, and at an angle normal to
the cooled surface. Supporting research by Datta et al. [13] and Atofarati et al. [14] also underscores the significance of a nozzle-to-
target gap dimension of H/D = 4 as optimal for enhancing free surface jet impingement heat transfer using either conventional fluid
or nanofluids.

Tie et al. [15] did a comprehensive work on the thermal performance of Cu-water nanofluids by impinging jet arrays on the sur-
face of a heated copper block. Their investigation indicated that nanofluids significantly improved heat transfer in the arrayed jet im-
pingement cooling if surfactants were not used. Their findings reported a heat transfer enhancement of 6.8%. Similarly, Zhou et al.
[16] explored heat transfer from a smooth and pin-finned copper surface using Ag-water nanofluids (0.02% ≤ ɸ ≤ 0.12%). Their re-
sults demonstrated that heat dissipation from the target surface increased with the nanofluid volume fraction, especially for surfaces
with pin-fins. Notably, a substantial thermal enhancement of 6.61% was reported for the ɸ = 0.12% nanofluid when compared to
water. Upon a comprehensive analysis of the existing body of work on nanofluid jet-impingement cooling, it becomes evident that
most studies have been performed under steady-state conditions and primarily focused on nanofluids containing aluminium particles.

Recently, Akgul et al. [17] and Ekicilier [18], investigated the influence of Alumina Oxide nanoparticle shape on the thermal and
entropy performance of its nanofluid using jet impingement on a curved-convex surface. They explored the impact of nanofluid vol-
ume fraction (1.0% ≤ ɸ ≤ 4.0%) and nanoparticle shapes (cylinders, platelets, bricks, and blades) on pressure drop and heat transfer
behavior in the laminar flow regime. Their findings indicated that the platelet-shaped Alumina Oxide nanoparticle with a nanofluid
volume fraction of 4.0% exhibited the most significant thermal enhancement, reaching 47.63%. In a separate study, Shi et al. [3] nu-
merically analyzed heat transfer over a cylindrical shape using confined circumferential multiple air jets, considering Reynolds num-
bers (20,000 ≤ Re ≤ 35,000) and jet inclination angles (20° ≤ θ ≤ 45°). They observed relatively uniform local Nusselt numbers for
θ = 20° and 30°, with uniformity decreasing as the inclination angle increased towards 45°. They also reported that the mean Nusselt
number increased with higher Reynolds numbers. Ekiciler [19] also conducted a numerical study on the thermal performance of sub-
merged and confined CoFe3O2/water nanofluid slot jet impingement. Their results demonstrated increased Nusselt number and Darcy
friction factor with rising nanofluid concentration and flow Reynolds number. Collectively, these works validate the consistent trends
that the mean Nusselt number increases with higher Reynolds numbers and nanofluid concentrations [20].

Tiara et al. [21] experimentally explored the transient cooling behavior of Cu–Al layered double hydroxide (Cu–Al-LDH) nanoflu-
ids applied to a stainless-steel plate with an original temperature of 900 °C. In their investigation, various dispersants, including SDS,
CTAB, PVP, and Tween 20, among others, were individually added to Cu–Al-LDH nanofluids, and the resulting cooling performance
of these mixtures was compared. The results revealed that Tween 20 mixed with Cu–Al-LDH nanofluids exhibited the most efficient
cooling rate, reaching 154 °C/s during the cooling process. Other studies examining the transient behavior of nanofluid jet impinge-
ment on steel surfaces include the work of Mitra et al., where they investigated the boiling thermal performance of MWCNT-water
and TiO2-water nanofluids impinged on a hot steel surface. Additionally, studies by Modak et al. [22], Santosh et al. [23], and Sarkar
et al. [24] delved into the application of TiO2-water, Al2O3-water, CuO-water, and Cu–Al-LDH nanofluids for the heat treatment of
stainless steel, respectively. After reviewing prior research on transient cooling, it becomes apparent that most of these studies focus
on single-phase impingement cooling, excluding the influence of boiling phenomena. Furthermore, most of these studies have centred
on steel surfaces and their metallurgical heat treatment advantages, with limited exploration of other materials in single-phase cool-
ing processes.

Contrary to the common belief regarding nanofluid jet impingement cooling, where it is often assumed that heat transfer improves
with both nanoparticle concentration in the nanofluid and Reynolds number, a critical limit exists to the nanoparticle concentration
necessary for optimal heat transfer enhancement. This limitation arises due to the delicate balance between thermal conductivity and
viscosity as the nanoparticle concentration in the nanofluid increases. The increase in viscosity, in turn, results in a higher pressure
drop, demanding increased pumping power. Jaberi et al. [25] conducted an extensive study focusing on Al2O3-water nanofluids and
their performance with a round jet impinging on a heated circular disk. They explored a nanoparticle concentration range of
0.0198–0.0757 wt% and Reynolds numbers ranging from 4200 to 8200. Their findings revealed that heat transfer by convection in-
creases until a specific nanoparticle concentration threshold is attained, beyond which more increases produce diminishing returns.
They observed a maximum enhanced heat transfer of approximately 50% occurring at a Reynolds number of 4200 and particle con-
centration of 0.0597 wt%. Similar investigations were carried out by Teamah et al. [10], who both numerically and experimentally
examined Al2O3-water nanofluids for cooling a heated stainless-steel plate. Their findings supported the trend of the heat transfer rate
increasing with higher Reynolds numbers but peaking once a critical particle concentration was reached.
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In previous literature, many studies related to jet impingement have studied steady-state cooling using Al2O3/water nanofluid.
However, to the best knowledge of this author, there are no experimental studies on transient cooling of a flat copper target using
TiO2/water. Only three transient cooling studies [26–28] have been carried out using TiO2/water. Meanwhile, these studies focused
on the cooling of high-temperature steel. This study centers on examining transient and steady-state cooling utilizing TiO2-water
nanofluids. The effect of varying nanofluid volume fraction and flow Reynolds number on heat transfer performance and cooling rates
was investigated. Both transient and steady-state cooling conditions were explored in this research, employing TiO2-water nanofluids
with volume fractions (0.025 vol% ≤ ɸ ≤ 1 vol%). These nanofluids were directed onto a heated copper surface with a dimensionless
nozzle-to-target gap (H/D = 4) and Reynolds numbers (10000 < Re < 30000). The thermal performance assessment was conducted
through the evaluation of the Nusselt number (Nu) and a dimensionless transient surface temperature (θ). The findings of this study
will contribute significantly to bridging the existing knowledge gap in the effective utilization of TiO2-water nanofluids for transient
and steady state jet cooling applications, particularly in areas such as electronics cooling, turbine blade cooling, and solar thermal col-
lection systems.

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Nanofluid synthesis

Concentrated TiO2-water nanofluid with a volume concentration of 15 wt%, prepared using the one-step technique was sourced
from US-Nano, USA, and featured a specified average particle size ranging from 5 to 30 nm. For experimentation, six distinct particle
volume fractions (0.025, 0.05, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, and 1 vol%) of the nanofluid were prepared by thinning the concentrated nanofluid
with a predetermined volume of de-ionized water. Sodium lauryl sulphate (SDS) sourced from Sigma-Aldrich, USA, was utilized for
homogenous dispersion of the nanoparticles. The dispersant's effectiveness measurement yielded a dispersion factor of 0.8. Addition-
ally, TEM analysis was conducted on the nanofluid to visualize the nanoparticle morphology within the dispersed fluid. The TEM
analysis result shown in Fig. 1 shows the shape of the nanoparticle to be spherical. Also, it confirms the TiO2 particle size (diameter)
to be between a range of 5 nm–30 nm.

To ascertain the homogeneity and stability of the nanofluid, the mixture was first stirred for 15 min with a magnetic stirrer. Subse-
quently, it was ultrasonicated using a Q-700 sonicator from Qsonica, USA. The sonicator was configured with an amplitude set at 70%
and operated for a 30-min duration, following a pulsating cycle of 2 s off and 5 s on. This sonication procedure was applied to individ-
ual fluid samples, each with a volume of 250 ml. To prevent potential evaporation and maintain the nanoparticles within an accept-
able thermal range, the glass beaker holding the nanofluid was positioned inside a constant temperature bath, set to 15 °C. This soni-
cation process was repeated until a total volume of 10 L of nanofluid was obtained, which was then filled into the main reservoir of
the experimental setup.

2.2. Stability analysis
The stability of the nanofluid was assessed by collecting two 50 ml samples, which were then subjected to desk-visualization and

viscosity measurements over time. As illustrated in Fig. 2, no visible particle sedimentation occurred during the 4-h period following
preparation, confirming the visual stability of the fluid. Viscosity measurements were conducted with SV-10 vibro-viscometer. The re-
sults, presented in Fig. 3, indicate that the nanofluid's viscosity remained consistently stable throughout the observed period. Based
on the findings from both nanofluid samples, they were deemed to be suitably stable.

2.3. Thermophysical properties
SV-10 vibro-viscometer was also employed to measure the viscosity of different nanoparticle concentrations of prepared nanoflu-

ids at different temperatures. Prior to conducting nanofluid measurements, the viscometer underwent calibration using DI-water.
Subsequently, the viscosity of both the nanofluid and DI-water was measured over a temperature spanning from 15 °C to 45 °C. The
analysis results, depicted in Fig. 4, reveal that viscosity decreases as temperature rises. Moreover, the influence of nanoparticle con-
centration on fluid viscosity was found to be nearly negligible within the range of nanoparticle concentrations from 0 vol% to
0.25 vol%. However, for higher nanofluid volume fractions, viscosity exhibited a spontaneous increase. Notably, highly viscous fluids
may result in elevated friction factors and increased pumping power requirements.

The thermal conductivity of the TiO2-water nanofluid samples was predicted using the experimental model established by He et
al. [29], as presented in equation (1). The results presented in Fig. 5 show that temperature is directly proportional to the fluid's ther-

Fig. 1. TEM analysis of TiO2 -DI water Nanofluid.
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Fig. 2. Visual stability of nanofluid (a) after preparation (b) after 4 h.

Fig. 3. Viscosity (Stability) of TiO2-water measured with time.

Fig. 4. Impact of Temperature change on the Viscosity of TiO2-water.

mal conductivity. Furthermore, it revealed that thermal conductivity improves with the nanofluids volume fraction. Additionally, the
density and specific heat capacity were determined using the mixing theories proposed by Cheremisinoff [30]and Pak and Cho [31],
as presented in equations (2) and (3), respectively. Table 1 summarize the properties of the nanofluids and DI water obtained at the
mean room temperature.
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Fig. 5. Impact of Temperature change on the Thermal Conductivity of TiO2-water.

Table 1
Summary of fluid thermophysical properties.

Fluid Property DI water TiO2 Nanoparticles

Density 997.1 (kg/m3) 4250
Specific heat 4180 (J/kg.K) 686
Viscosity 8.91 × 10−4 (kg/m.s) As in Fig. 3
Thermal Conductivity 0.607 (W/m.K) As in Fig. 4

knf = kbf ∙
(
125.62𝜑

2
+ 4.82𝜑 + 1

)
(1)

𝜌nf = (1 − 𝜑) 𝜌bf + 𝜑𝜌np (2)

cpnf =
𝜑cpnp𝜌np + (1 − 𝜑) cpbf 𝜌bf

𝜌nf

(3)

2.4. Experimental set-up
The experimental test rig, as depicted in Fig. 6 (a), consists of four distinct subsystems: the fluid delivery system, the test section,

the data acquisition system, and the safety system. The fluid delivery system comprises an array of components, including a 10-L fluid

Fig. 6. Experimental test rig's (a) pictural view (b&d) copper test section, (c) schematics diagram (e) the axial thermocouple's locations, (f) position of cartridge heaters.
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reservoir, a Speck centrifugal pump, an Burkert (8081) ultrasonic flow meter, a Lechler circular jet nozzle (Djet = 1.65 mm), and a
bespoke drainage tank. To regulate the pump's flow rate, a solid-state relay circuit was implemented to regulate the flow rate.

The test section, shown in Fig. 6 (b), (c), and (d), consists of a copper block with original dimensions of 62.45 mm in diameter and
100.01 mm in length. To minimize thermal losses to the ambient surroundings, the copper bar is enclosed within a Polytetrafluo-
roethylene (PTFE) casing. Additionally, six cartridge heaters (Marathon Heaters INC, USA), each with a power capacity of 220 V and
100 W, are strategically placed in designated holes, as indicated in Fig. 6 (d). The heater power supply is turned on to this setting for
5 min until the surface temperature reaches 50 °C, then it is being cool with the fluid at a temperature of about 21–23 °C. The data ac-
quisition system involves using thermocouples (Type K and T), a Data logger, and a computer system. Five shielded K-type thermo-
couples are positioned at several axial levels along the copper bar to capture essential thermal data required to derive the total surface
heat flux and estimate the target surface's temperature during the cooling experiments. The shielded K-type thermocouples were used
to ensure the thermocouple junction was not damaged during insertion into the copper bar. Also, five T-type thermocouple was
placed around the target surface's perimeter to measure the exiting coolant's mean temperature. Following each experimental run,
data files obtained through LabVIEW are saved and analyzed using Microsoft Excel and Python scripts.

Finally, the safety system consists of both primary and secondary shields designed to prevent unintended exposure of nanofluid
and nanoparticles to the environment. The primary shield is a Perspex cylinder and lid that surrounds the nozzle and the test section.
The secondary shielding, as depicted in Fig. 6 (a), consists of an outward polycarbonate cover that envelops the whole test rig, includ-
ing the drain tray where the setup is positioned.

2.5. Data reduction
Throughout this study, fluid thermophysical properties were obtained using a similar set of equations used in the work of Atofarati

et al. [14], among others. The bulk temperature was obtained as shown in Equation (4). In this equation, Tjet represents the jet exit
temperature, anrepresents Te represents the mean exit fluid temperature. Fourier's law was applied to estimate heat flux across the
copper cylinder. In this calculation, kc was considered as the cooled material's thermal conductivity (Copper), while Δx and ΔT repre-
sented the spacing and temperature differences between the corresponding thermocouple locations. Since multiple thermocouples
were positioned at various locations within the specimen, a biased heat flux was calculated using Equations (5) and (6).

Subsequently, the external temperature of the target surface was estimated based on the average of the five temperature values
(Ts,i) obtained using the approximation method and any of its five internal thermocouples, along with the heat flux, as shown in Equa-
tions (7) and (8), where TTh,i represents the temperature of each thermocouple, and Δxs,i is the gap between the surface and the loca-
tion of the corresponding thermocouple. MTheaverage surface and average Nusselt number heat transfer coefficients were deter-
mined using Equations (9) and (10), respectively. Here, Djet represents the nozzle diameter, while k implies the thermal conductivity
of the coolant at the bulk temperature. The Reynolds number was calculated employing Equation (11). To remove the impact of the
temperature of inlet fluid on the transient cooling analysis, a dimensionless transient surface temperature (θ) was introduced, as indi-
cated in Equation (12).

Tb =

Tjet + Te

2

(4)

q = −kc ∙
ΔT

Δx
(5)

qweight =

4∑

i=1

(Δx ∙ q)i,i+1

4∑

i=1

Δxi,i+1

(6)

Ts,i = TTh,i −

qweightΔxs,i

kc

(7)

T
s
=

T
s,1 + T

s,2 + T
s,3 + T

s,4 + T
s,5

5
(8)

h =

qweight

Ts − Tjet

(9)

Nu = h ∙

Djet

k
(10)

Re =

𝜌 ∙ U ∙ Djet

𝜇
(11)

𝜃 =

Ts − Tjet

Tjet

(12)
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2.6. Uncertainty analysis
Uncertainty analysis of the experimentally measured data was carried out using the methods presented by Moffat [32] and Dunn &

Davis [33]. The uncertainty associated with fundamental parameters, including diameters, flowrate, temperature, viscosity, etc., was
initially assessed in terms of bias (bi) and precision error (pi) using equation (14). Afterwards, other derived parameters (N), such as
the Reynolds number, Nusselt number, and heat transfer coefficient, were estimated using equations (15) and (16) with a 95% confi-
dence interval. While equations (17) and (18) shows a sample calculation formular for uncertainty in Reynold number and Nusselt
number respectively. The results of the uncertainty analysis are briefly presented in Table 2.

𝛿xi =

[(
bi

)2
+

(
pi

)2
] 1

2 (14)

N = N
(
x1, x2, x3,… xn

)
(15)

𝛿N =

[(
𝜕N

𝜕x1

∙ 𝛿x1

)2

+

(
𝜕N

𝜕x2

∙ 𝛿x2

)2

+

(
𝜕N

𝜕x3

∙ 𝛿x3

)2

+…+

(
𝜕N

𝜕xn

∙ 𝛿xn

)2
] 1

2

(16)

𝛿Re =


𝜕Re

𝜕𝜌
∙ 𝛿𝜌

2

+


𝜕Re

𝜕U
∙ 𝛿U

2

+


𝜕Re

𝜕Djet

∙ 𝛿Djet

2

+


𝜕Re

𝜕𝜇
∙ 𝛿𝜇

2
 1

2

(17)

𝛿Nu =


𝜕Nu

𝜕h
∙ 𝛿h

2

+


𝜕Nu

𝜕Djet

∙ 𝛿Djet

2

+


𝜕Nu

𝜕k
∙ 𝛿k

2

 1

2

(18)

3. Experimental procedure
The experimental investigation focused on analysing steady-state and transient cooling of a heated copper cylinder using DI-water

and various volume fractions of TiO2-water nanofluids (0.025%, 0.05%, 0.1%, 0.25%, 0.5%, and 1%). For steady-state jet impinge-
ment tests, the heating process involved introducing the heat transfer fluid (HTF) into the main reservoir, adjusting the power dial for
six cartridge heaters (approximately 145 W), and monitoring the temperature using LabView-connected thermocouples. The copper
specimen was then elevated to 50 °C over 5 min. The power dial controlling the centrifugal pump was adjusted for the desired volume
flow rate, and impingement cooling was initiated at a constant surface heat flux. Steady-state conditions were typically achieved
within the first minute, and cooling data was recorded for 3 min. Post-run procedures included opening the return valve for HTF re-
turn, cooling the fluid to 21–23 °C, and repeating each test at least three times for reliability.

For transient state jet impingement tests, the copper specimen was heated to 105 °C, heaters were turned off, and impingement
cooling was initiated. Thermal data was recorded until the surface temperature dropped below 40 °C, with a maximum pump power
setting of 100% due to time sensitivity. The temperature data were non-dimensionalized for analysis and plot.

In post-testing procedures, fluid handling involved pumping fluid to the drainage tank, draining, and using additional drainage
valves for optimal fluid collection. A cleaning process included pumping distilled water through the system, repeated for preventing
particle deposition. The copper target surface was also cleaned of residual nanoparticles and impurities. This comprehensive proce-
dure ensured reliable and repeatable experimental data for each HTF.

4. Results and discussion
4.1. Verification of the experimental model

Before conducting experiments with the TiO2-water nanofluid, validation of the experimental test rig was initially done using pre-
vious experimental data involving jet impingement cooling with DI water. To accomplish this, the Nusselt number (Nu) correlations

Table 2
Uncertainty in Measured and calculated Parameters.

Thermo-fluid Parameter Symbol (unit) Max. Uncertainty

Flow rate Q̇ (kg/s) 2.0%
Temperature T (kg/m3) 0.047%
Ammeter I (A) 2.0%
Diameter D (m) 2.0%
Voltmeter V (volt) 1.7%
Thermal conductivity k (W/m.K) 2.03%
Viscosity μ (kg/m.s) 1%
Reynolds number – 2.24%
Heat transfer coefficient h (W/m2.K) 3.33%
Heat flux q (W/m2) 0.16%
Nusselt number – 4.08%
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(Equation (16) and (17)) from the experimental and analytical studies on free surface circular normal jet impingement heat transfer
on flat surfaces conducted by Zhao et al. [34] was compared with the experimental Nusselt number values obtained in this test rig.

The plot illustrating the experimental Nusselt number against the Reynolds number, as presented in Fig. 7, reveals that equation
(16) closely approximated the experimental results obtained from this test rig, especially as the Reynolds number increased. An ab-
solute error of 0.5 and 25%, was observed which may be attributed to the model's failure, because of certain parameters, such as the
nozzle-to-target gap, which can impact jet impingement heat transfer, but were not accounted for in the correlations. Conversely,
Equation (17) consistently overpredicted the Nusselt number as the Reynolds number increased. Based on the close agreement with
equation (16), the experimental test rig's performance is valid. The verification corresponds with the results of Zhao et al. as the corre-
lation slightly overpredicts the experimental data in their study. However, Equation (16) over predicted in this case, while Equation
(17) slightly fits.

Nu = 0.7212

(
2d

D

)2

Pr
0.4

Re
0.5 + 0.89

(
2d

D

)2
[(

D

2d

) 3∕2

− 1

]
Pr

1∕3
Re

0.5 (19)

Nu = 0.9454Pr
1∕3

Re
0.43 (20)

4.2. Steady-state cooling with TiO2-water nanofluids jet
As depicted in Fig. 8, the results clearly demonstrate a direct proportionality between the average Nusselt numbers and the flow

Reynolds numbers for all the TiO2 nanoparticle concentrations considered under steady-state conditions. This behaviour aligns with
typical observations by previous researchers on impinging jet cooling studies. It is often attributed to an improvement in the heat
transfer coefficient due to a higher fluid flow rate [14].

While assessing the effect of particle concentration on thermal augmentation in jet impingement tests, it became evident that
nanofluids led to enhanced heat transfer for specific nanoparticle concentrations (ɸ = 0.05% and 0.1%) when compared to DI water.
Interestingly, the nanofluid with a volume fraction of ɸ = 0.025% exhibited performance nearly equivalent to that of DI water. How-
ever, the heat transfer performance for nanofluids with volume fractions ranging from 0.25 to 1% was unfavourable. This decline in
heat transfer performance can be attributed to the previously mentioned compromise between nanofluid's viscosity and thermal con-

Fig. 7. Verification of Test rig considering steady-state cooling with DI water.

Fig. 8. Mean Nusselt numbers against Reynolds number for the varying volume fraction of TiO2 (ɸ = 0 to ɸ = 1%) in the steady-state condition.
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ductivity as nanoparticle concentration increases. At these higher nanofluid volume fractions, the viscosity effect outweighs the ther-
mal conductivity effect, leading to reduced Reynolds numbers and, consequently, decreased heat transfer rates.

To provide further insight into the adverse effects observed in jet-impingement cooling with high nanoparticle concentration
nanofluids, the findings by Tie et al. [15] and Jaberi et al. [25] support this outcome. This study indicates that a rise in nanoparticle
volume fraction results in higher fluid viscosity and, subsequently, an increased boundary layer thickness. The experimental data in
Fig. 8 also reveals that a peak average Nusselt number enhancements was 14.75%, for the 0.05% volume fraction, while a reduction
of 13.05% was observed for the 1% volume fraction of the nanofluid at Re ≈ 22,000.

4.3. Correlation development for steady state cooling
Utilizing the experimental data presented graphically in Fig. 8, a mathematical correlation was developed, as shown in Equation

(18), to describe the connection between the Nusselt number (Nu), Reynolds number (Re), and the nanofluid volume fraction (ɸ)
through regression analysis. The coefficient of determination (R2) for this correlation was determined to be 98%.

Fig. 9 offers a visual contrast between the measured and determined (empirical) Nusselt numbers for the impingement heat trans-
fer tests. The proposed empirical Nusselt number, derived from

𝑁𝑢 = {
0.1263 ∙ 𝑅 ,ɸ < 0.1%𝑒0.705ɸ0.235

0.0669 ∙ 𝑅 ,ɸ ≥ 0.1%𝑒0.67ɸ−0.1
(21)

Equation (18) demonstrated the ability to forecast the experimental Nusselt number within a narrow error range of ±10%. Conse-
quently, equation (18) proved to be a highly accurate tool for predicting the Nusselt number of TiO2-water nanofluid in the context of
a single circular nozzle-impinging jet.

4.4. Transient TiO2-water nanofluids impingement cooling
The transient jet cooling investigated in this study simulates emergency cooling after quenching the heat source. Initially, the test

section was heated to a predetermined mean surface temperature of 105 °C, after which the power supply was turned off, and the
cooling process was initiated until a temperature below 40 °C was attained, neglecting the boiling effect. The dimensionless target-
surface temperature results were plotted against cooling time, as illustrated in Fig. 10. These plots depict the transient cooling curves
for various TiO2-water nanofluids volume fractions. To ensure consistency, the transient cooling data were dimensionless, eliminating
the impact of the inlet jet temperature on the overall cooling behaviour.

Upon analysing the figure, it becomes evident that the transient cooling performance of TiO2-water nanofluids is a similar pattern
to the steady-state cooling performance. Similarly, for high nanofluid volume fraction (0.25 ≤ ɸ ≤ 1%), cooling efficiency declined
compared to DI-water at the same flow condition. Conversely, for particle fractions (ɸ ≤ 0.1%), the opposite effect was noticed, with
improved cooling efficiency. Specifically, during transient jet cooling with TiO2-water nanofluid volume fractions of 0.025, 0.05, and
0.1%, dimensionless cooling effectiveness was enhanced by about 6%, 16%, and 8%, respectively. Consequently, the study resolved
that the peak enhancement occurred while utilizing TiO2-water nanofluid with a volume fraction of 0.05%.

While most literature suggests that enhanced heat transfer is primarily due to increased nanoparticle concentration leading to im-
proved heat transfer rates, Fig. 10 signifies that the transient cooling performance in this study did not exhibit this such trend. A rea-
sonable justification could be linked to the previously mentioned trade-off between viscosity and thermal conductivity observed in
the steady-state cooling cases. Furthermore, an overly high nanofluid volume fraction may lead to significant buildup of particles on
the target surface, which may potentially obstruct the heat transfer between the heat transfer fluid and the cooled specimen under ex-
amination. This occurrence can be ascribed to the notable contrast in thermal conductivity between TiO2 and the copper target sur-
face, offering a plausible rationale for the observed trends when volume fractions surpass 0.1%.

Fig. 9. Relationship between the Empirical and experimental Nusselt number.
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Fig. 10. Dimensionless cooling temperature against time: (a) complete cooling curve, (b) expanded cooling curve for 20 ≤ t ≤ 25 s.

5. Conclusions
In this experimental investigation, the thermal performance of TiO2-water nanofluids in both transient and steady-state jet cooling

conditions was examined with nanofluid volume fractions (0.025 vol% ≤ ɸ ≤ 1 vol%), dimensionless nozzle-to-target gap (H/D = 4)
and flow Reynolds numbers (10000 < Re < 30000). The key conclusions for the above-mentioned range are as follows:
i. Reynolds Number Impact:
a. Heat transfer in nanofluid jet impingement was directly proportional to the Reynolds number, primarily due to enhanced

convection resulting from higher fluid flow rates.
ii. Nanofluid Enhancement:

a. The use of TiO2-water nanofluids demonstrated a clear advantage in improving overall heat transfer during free-surface jet
impingement cooling.

b. The highest average Nusselt number enhancement observed was approximately 14.75%, achieved with a particle concentration
of 0.05%.

c. High volume fraction of the nanofluid had an adverse effect on heat transfer.
iii. Correlation Development:

a. A predictive correlation for average Nusselt numbers of TiO2-water nanofluids jet impingement cooling was proposed.
b. This correlation demonstrated excellent accuracy, with predictions matching experimental data within a margin of less than

10%.
iv. Transient Cooling Efficiency:

a. In transient cooling scenarios, nanofluid concentrations below 0.1% showed improved cooling efficiency for copper specimens,
while higher concentrations had adverse effects.

b. The optimal particle volume fraction was determined to be 0.05%, resulting in a remarkable 16% enhancement in cooling
efficiency.
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These findings highlight the potential of TiO2-water nanofluids to improve heat transfer in impinging jet cooling, with implica-
tions for various engineering applications, such as advanced cooling systems for electronic devices, high-performance thermal man-
agement in aerospace technologies, and improved efficiency in solar thermal systems.
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Nomenclature

Symbols
T Temperature ∘C or K
D or d Diameter mm
h Heat transfer coefficient W/m2 ∙ K
cp Specific heat J/kg ∙ K
q̇ Heat flux W/m2

k Thermal conductivity W/m ∙ K
U Velocity m/s

Dimensionless Parameters
Re Reynolds number
Pr Prandtl number
Nu Nusselt number
H/D Nozzle-to target gap/nozzle diameter
θ dimensionless transient surface temperature

Greek Letters
μ Dynamic viscosity kg/m ∙ s
ρ Density kg/m3

ɸ Volume fraction %

Subscripts
b Bulk fluid
bf Base fluid
nf Nanofluid
c Copper
e Exit
i index
np Nanoparticle
Th Thermocouple
weight Weighted

Abbreviations
DI De-ionized
HTC Heat transfer coefficient
HTF Heat transfer fluid
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